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At a joint press conference with Maas, Szijjártó said whereas the two countries disagreed on key issues such as “combatting 

migration”, they had spent more time on matters they agreed on. Hungary and Germany are allies in the areas of defence 

and the economy as well as on the issue of European Union enlargement and developing the regions fled by migrants, 

Szijjártó said. Concerning defence policy and the defence industry, Szijjártó said Hungary was the number-one importer 

of German arms in the first nine months of the year. This contributed to the modernisation of the Hungarian military as 

part of its pledge to meet the NATO defence spending target of 2% of GDP, he added. The ministers also touched on the 

matter of joint international missions in Afghanistan, Iraq and Kosovo as well as the proposal to create a central European 

multinational military, which Germany has backed, Szijjártó said.

Germany is Hungary’s most important economic partner and a strategic ally in many 
areas, Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó said after talks with his German counterpart 
Heiko Maas in Budapest.

SZIJJÁrTÓ: GermANY STrATeGIC ALLY
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managing director
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Commemoration outside the House of Terror Museum on the 63rd 
anniversary of the day Soviets crushed 1956 Revolution
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HUNGArY, GermANY 
WorKING oN DeveLoPING 
mIGrANT-FLeD reGIoNS

Hungary and Germany are also allies 

when it comes to developing migrant-

fled regions, he said. Szijjártó noted 

that Hungary has contributed more 

than 300 million forints (EUR 913,000) 

to Germany’s water management 

projects in Uganda and the two 

countries are managing a joint forestry 

development project in Ethiopia and 

planning to launch a joint aid scheme 

in Lebanon.

Economic and trade ties are also 

close, Szijjártó said, noting that 

Germany was one of Hungary’s most 

important partners on foreign policy 

and its top trading partner. Bilateral 

trade turnover was just short of 55 

billion euros last year and this year 

it has grown by 4% in the first eight 

months alone, he added. Over that 

same period, Hungarian exports to 

Germany exceeded 20 billion euros, 

he said, noting that the 6,000 German-

based companies present in Hungary 

employ some 300,000 people. Several 

major Germany companies have 

announced developments this year, 

the minister said, adding that the 

government will support them all.

Szijjártó said Hungary and Germany 

were on the same page regarding EU 

enlargement, with both countries 

working to make the integration of the 

Western Balkan region a reality.

Maas emphasised the importance 

of maintaining bilateral dialogue, 

adding that despite disagreements, 

the two countries should find common 

ground. Furthermore, strengthening 

diverse economic, science and civil ties 

-- including the Hungarian-German 

Youth Forum and sister city relations 

between Budapest and Berlin -- serves 

Germany’s interests, he said.

The talks also covered topics such 

as constitutional norms, judicial 

independence and press freedom, 

he said. Unresolved issues such as the 

observation of the European Union’s 

fundamental values and certain 

financial matters will be included 

on the agenda during Germany’s 

presidency, he added.

Concerning China, the US and 

Turkey, efforts must be made to 

develop a common position shared 

by EU members, he said.

Maas expressed thanks to Hungary 

for opening its borders 30 years 

ago, adding that without Hungary’s 

solidarity and courage the reunification 

of Germany could not have happened. 

He also marked the anniversary of the 

crushing of Hungary’s 1956 anti-Soviet 

uprising.

In response to a question concerning 

whether Hungary could amend 

military cooperation with Turkey in 

light of the Syria offensive, Szijjártó 

noted that Turkey is a NATO member 

and military cooperation with the 

country was “natural”. Maas added 

that since Turkey was a NATO member, 

there was an expectation that it should 

act as a partner.

In response to a question concerning 

the expansion of the Malta agreement 

to get migrants off boats in the 

Mediterranean and distribute them 

among willing EU partners, Szijjártó 

said Hungary had made clear that it 

would not take in migrants and would 

not sign any agreement that could 

result in a mandatory quota. Maas said 

the issue of migration had been openly 

discussed at the meeting and Germany 

would like to see progress made 

in common migration procedures. 

There are countries that refuse to take 

in migrants but they undertake an 

increased role in other areas, such as 

in eliminating the causes of migration 

and in border protection, he added.

orbÁN INvITeS 
KArÁCSoNY To CAbINeT 
meeTING

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has invited 

Budapest Mayor Gergely Karácsony to 

this week’s cabinet meeting to discuss 

development projects planned for 

the capital, the PM’s press chief said. 

Responding to a letter Karácsony had 

sent the prime minister last month 

requesting a personal meeting, Orbán 

again congratulated the new mayor 

on his election victory. “As far as I am 

aware, the inaugural session of the 

Municipal Assembly is scheduled for 

November 5,” Orbán wrote in a letter 

to Karácsony. “I am convinced that the 

matter of developments in Budapest 

also require immediate decisions, 

therefore I ask that you accept my 

invitation to the meeting of Hungary’s 

government scheduled for November 

6 so that we can get acquainted with 
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your position on investment projects 

in the capital and decide on the future 

of the development projects that have 

been approved by the government.” 

The prime minister added that the 

meeting’s agenda was not limited 

to development projects and that 

the government was ready to hear 

Karácsony’s views on other important 

matters concerning the capital.

Karácsony has accepted the 

invitation.

HUNGArIAN FLAG AT 
HALF-mAST To mArK 
CrUSHING oF 1956 
UPrISING

The Hungarian flag was hoisted in front 

of Parliament and lowered to half-mast 

on Monday morning, to commemorate 

the 63rd anniversary of Soviet forces 

crushing the 1956 uprising. Defence 

Minister Tibor Benkő attended the 

ceremony. Throughout the day, the 

public had the opportunity to light 

candles at the House of Terror museum 

and visit plot 301 in the Rákoskeresztúr 

cemetery, where revolutionaries were 

buried in unmarked graves during the 

retributions following the uprising.

Defence ministry state secretary 

Szilárd Németh told an event 

presenting a film about Mária Wittner, 

who was sentenced to death for her 

involvement in the 1956 uprising 

before the sentence was commuted 

to life, that “the foreign army” which 

entered Hungary to crush the uprising 

in 1956 never managed to put out “the 

flame of freedom-loving Hungarians”. 

Referring to the opposition, he said: “We 

are free now but a pack of hyenas is 

still in action”. Today’s opposition, he 

added, were “enemies of freedom”. “The 

communists have avoided being called 

to account for their sins and they are 

still trying to return to power,” he said.

The green opposition LMP party 

told a press conference marking the 

anniversary that even if the current 

situation of the country was not 

comparable to 1956, a parallel could 

be drawn because “the current 

government also acts in line with the 

interests of large external powers”. 

Former communist leader “János 

Kádár used Soviet tanks at the time 

to rule and [Prime Minister] Viktor 

Orbán uses the Russian nuclear 

train”, party co-leader László Lóránt 

Keresztes said. The government 

serves Russian, Chinese and Turkish 

interests, he insisted, adding that LMP 

had submitted proposals to stop the 

Paks nuclear power station expansion 

and the Budapest-Belgrade train line 

construction projects.

A memorial concert will be held in 

the St Stephen’s Basilica in downtown 

Budapest in the evening. November 

4 was declared a national day of 

mourning in Hungary in 2013.

KÖvÉr: eUro-ATLANTIC 
INTeGrATIoN oF  
W bALKANS HUNGArY’S 
INTereST

Hungary will continue to support 

the Euro-Atlantic integration of the 

western Balkan countries which is in 

its national interest, the house speaker 

said in Parliament. László Kövér spoke 

at the 9th meeting of parliamentary 

speakers of southeast European 

countries. Hungary’s strong support 

over the past years played a role in 

Croatia’s accession to European Union, 

and in the accession of Albania, Croatia 

and Montenegro to NATO, Kövér said 

in his opening address.

“Despite all the crises in the 

European Union, we believe that 

the process of reuniting Europe 

must not stop and that there should 

not be white spots left as regards 

EU membership in the continent’s 

southern region,” he said. “There is 

currently no political alternative to 

the EU in terms of European peace 

and prosperity,” Kövér said, adding 

that Hungary’s interest lies in a strong 

EU formed by sovereign nation states 

capable of cooperation.

Kövér noted that the parliamentary 

speakers of the Visegrad group--

Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and 

Slovakia--have been invited to attend 

this year’s event because for them the 

enlargement of the EU is as important 

as for the Hungarians. The meeting was 

attended by Prime Minister Viktor Orbán.

SZIJJÁrTÓ SIGNS moC 
oN eNerGY, WATer 
INDUSTrY CooPerATIoN 
WITH ANGoLA eNerGY 
mINISTer

Foreign Minister Péter Szijjártó met 

in Budapest João Baptista Borges, 

Angola’s minister for energy and 
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water management, and they signed 

a memorandum of cooperation in 

those two areas, the foreign ministry 

said. Angola uses Hungarian gas 

turbines and other equipment in 

supplying energy, the ministry’s 

statement noted. As over half of the 

country’s inhabitants still lack access 

to electricity, its government is 

planning to buy further high quality 

technology, the statement said. As 

only some 49% of citizens have direct 

access to drinking water, the Angolan 

government has developed a water 

supply plan, a window of opportunity 

for Hungarian companies in water 

industry, it said.

and billions of taxpayers’ money to 

achieve,” he said.

mAToLCSY IN FT: 
INTroDUCING THe eUro 
WAS A mISTAKe

Launching the euro “was a mistake” 

as almost none of the preconditions 

for a common currency had been 

met at the time, György Matolcsy, 

the governor of Hungary’s central 

bank, said in an article published in 

the Financial Times. Matolcsy noted 

that “two decades after the euro’s 

launch, most of the necessary pillars 

of a successful global currency — a 

common state, a budget covering at 

least 15-20 per cent of the eurozone’s 

total gross domestic product, a 

eurozone finance minister and a 

ministry to go with the post — are still 

missing.” He called the introduction of 

the common currency “a French snare” 

designed by former French President 

François Mitterrand “who feared 

growing German power and believed 

convincing the country to give up its 

Deutschemark would be enough to 

avoid a German Europe”. The euro, 

however, “was un able to prevent the 

emergence of another strong German 

power”, Matolcsy said.

Germany, on the other hand, has 

grown “complacent”, Matolcsy said. 

“They missed the digital revolution, 

miscalculated the emergence of China 

and failed to build pan-European global 

companies,” he added. Matolcsy cited 

an analysis by the Centre for European 

Policy, saying “there have been few 

winners and many losers in the first 

two decades of the euro”. “Most euro 

zone countries fared better before the 

euro than they did with it,” he said. “We 

need to work out how to free ourselves 

from this trap,” Matolcsy said.

Meanwhile, the leftist Democratic 

Coalition (DK) slammed the article 

and called on Prime Minister Viktor 

Orbán to immediately initiate talks on 

introducing the common currency 

in Hungary. Zsolt Gréczy, DK’s 

parliamentary group spokesman, told 

a press conference that by writing the 

article, Matolcsy had proven himself 

“unfit to occupy any economic office”.

Introducing the euro is in Hungary’s 

national interest, Gréczy said, adding 

that “anything that goes against this is 

an open betrayal of Hungary’s national 

interest”. Only by introducing the euro 

can Hungary prevent the further 

depreciation of wages and pensions, 

he said.

moL SIGNS DeAL To 
PUrCHASe 9.57% STAKe  
IN AZerI oIL FIeLD

Hungarian oil and gas company MOL 

said it has signed an agreement 

with Chevron Global Ventures and 

Chevron BTC Pipeline to acquire 

their non-operated Exploration and 

Production and mid-stream interests 

in Azerbaijan. The agreement covers 

a 9.57% stake in the Azeri-Chirag-

Gunashli (ACG) oil field, and a 8.9% 

stake in the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) 

pipeline transporting crude to the 

Mediterranean port of Ceyhan. Once 

completed, the transaction will make 

MOL the third largest field partner in 

ACG.  The supergiant ACG field is 

located in the Caspian Sea and is one 

of the largest offshore oil fields in the 

world. It started production in 1997. 

Operated by BP and encompassing 

six offshore production platforms, 

ACG produced an average 584,000 

barrels per day in 2018. The operator 

estimates total gross recoverable 

reserves to be approximately 3bn bbl 

of oil, following the licence extension 

in September 2017 until 2049.

MOL said in the statement that the 

share purchases provided an excellent 

fit in terms of MOL’s current portfolio 

and the transaction would extend the 

longevity of the business and enhance 

the sustainability and competitiveness 

of MOL’s E an P portfolio. The purchase 

strengthens MOL’s footprint in the 

CIS region through a non-operated 

position with world-class partners like 
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BP as operator and SOCAR, the State 

Oil Company of Azerbaijan as host, it 

added. The transaction is subject to 

government and regulatory approvals 

and is expected to close in the second 

quarter of 2020.

HUNGArIAN GovT bUYS 
AUSTrIAN DeFeNCe 
INDUSTrY ComPANY

The Hungarian state has purchased 

British-Austrian-owned company 

Hirtenberger Defence Systems, Gáspár 

Maróth, the government commissioner 

in charge of coordinating defence 

industry development said in the daily 

Magyar Nemzet.

Hirtenberger has been 

developing artillery equipment 

and ammunition for 160 years. 

Under the contract signed on 

October 29, the company is now 

owned by Hungarian-owned HDT 

Védelmi Ipari, Maróth said, adding 

that the new owner has no plans 

to change the way Hirtenberger is 

managed but Hungarian engineers 

will be involved in the company’s 

research and development activity. 

The purchase price was kept a 

business secret at the request of the 

Austrian partner, the government 

commissioner said, adding that 

it was covered from a bank loan. 

“With this purchase, we have 

acquired knowledge in the area of 

domestic high-caliber ammunition 

manufacturing that was earlier 

completely wound up, which would 

have taken four to five years.

HUNGArY PmI rISeS To 
51.9 IN oCTober

Hungary’s seasonally-adjusted 

Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) edged 

up to 51.9 points in October from 51.7 in 

September, the Hungarian Association 

of Logistics, Purchasing and Inventory 

Management (Halpim), which compiles 

the index, said. An index value above 50 

shows expansion in the manufacturing 

sector, while a value under 50 signals 

contraction. Among the sub-indices 

that comprise the PMI, the new orders 

index “strengthened a bit” and remained 

over the 50 threshold. The production 

volume index rose and stayed above 50 

points to show expansion for the fiftieth 

month. The employment index fell after 

rising for four consecutive months. 

Delivery times were longer than in 

September. Purchased inventories were 

up for the third month in a row.

NUCLeAr WASTe 
HANDLING PLAN beING 
DeveLoPeD IN SZeGeD

A plan for how to handle nuclear waste 

is being developed in Szeged, the 

minister of innovation and technology 

noted at the signing of a related 

agreement in the southern Hungarian 

city. László Palkovics referred to 

the government’s aim of producing 

90% of Hungary’s electricity free from 

carbon dioxide emissions and said that 

nuclear energy was indispensable 

to attaining that goal. Handling 

nuclear waste such as spent fuel will 

be central to the policy, and physics 

Nobel laureate Gérard Mourou has 

proposed a solution, he said, adding 

that several international organisations 

were working together in this field. He 

noted that three related conferences 

have been held and a fourth will be 

held in Szeged.

A 3.6 billion forint (EUR 11m) three-

year national research programme to 

develop a laser neutron source that 

transforms nuclear waste into stable 

or rapidly degradable nuclei is under 

way. The University of Szeged, the 

École Politechnique in Paris and TAE in 

California are involved in the research, he 

said. The minister said the establishment 

of a laser centre in Szeged, part of the 

Extreme Light Infrastructure (ELI) 

international research network, is close 

to completion and many scientists are 

already working in the institution.

Home LoAN oUTLAYS 
eDGe DoWN IN SePT

Hungarian banks signed contracts for 

76.29 billion forints of new home loans 

in September, 3% less than in the same 

month a year earlier but 11% more than 

in August, data released by the National 

Bank of Hungary shows. M o n t h l y 

home loan outlays have fallen in the 

summer but in May they were at their 

highest level since July 2003. The share 

of home loans with over one initial year 

of interest rate fixation was at 98.0% in 

September, compared to a 90% rate a 

year earlier. The NBH has been making 

a concerted effort to push consumers 

towards fixed-rate mortgage loans 
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instead of variable-rate ones. The 

average annual percentage rate of 

charge on home loans stood at 4.91% in 

September, down from 5.03% in August 

and down from 5.07% in September 

2018. The annualized rate on home 

loans was 4.60% in September.

PLUS boND SToCK PASSeS 
HUF 2,500bN mArK

Weekly sales of Hungarian Government 

Securities Plus bonds for retail investors 

reached 78.4 billion forints in the 

twenty-second week after their launch, 

lifting total subscription to 2,577.7 billion, 

data published by the Government Debt 

Management Agency (AKK) show. The 

Plus bond, which pays an annualised 

yield of 4.95% if held for the full five-year 

maturity, has attracted record demand 

among retail investors in Hungary.

WINTer CAre For 
HomeLeSS UNDer WAY, 
SAYS mINISTrY

Homeless shelters in Hungary have 

started expanding their capacities to 

welcome an additional 1,600 people 

in total over the winter period, the 

human resources ministry said, 

adding that homeless shelters 

have room to house more than 

10,000 people in total. Daytime 

warming shelters across the country 

have room for over 7,600 people. 

Meanwhile, rough sleepers in need 

of long-term care can turn to the 

rehabilitation institute for homeless 

people and specialised shelters 

which have room for a total of 674 

people, the ministry said. This year, 

the government is set to spend 12.1 

billion forints (EUR 36.8m) on caring 

for the homeless, up from an annual 

budget of over 9 billion forints in 

recent years, the ministry added.

A 2016 survey conducted in among 

Hungary’s homeless people by the 

Shelter Foundation found that two-

thirds of them reside in rural areas and 

that their conditions are continuously 

deteriorating. Out of the 10,206 people 

surveyed, 3,422 slept in public spaces 

and 6,784 in homeless shelters.

mUNKÁCSY eXHIbITIoN 
eXTeNDeD IN PÉCS

An exhibition showcasing the 

biggest and most comprehensive 

private collection of works by 

19th-century Hungarian painter 

Mihály Munkácsy has been 

extended to run until December 

1 in the Zsolnay Cultural Centre in 

Pécs, in southern Hungary.

It presents 60 of Munkácsy’s 

paintings, drawings, sketches 

along with 20 photos documenting 

his life from the collection of 

Hungarian-born art collector 

Imre Pákh, Zsolnay Örökségkezelő 

(ZSOK) told MTI in a statement.

Among the pieces on display 

is  the Yawning Apprentice, 

f rom 1868,  one of  Hungar y ’s 

most  famous paint ings .  The 

exhibit ion in Galler y  m21 also 

shows six drawings put on public 

display for  the f i rs t  t ime.  They 

include a composit ional  sketch 

f rom Munkácsy ’s  ear ly  per iod, 

a  sel f-por trait  f rom his  late 

per iod,  a  por trait  of  composer 

Ferenc Lisz t and sketches for his 

monumental  piece Golgotha. 

The exhibit ion has been 

organised to mark Munkácsy ’s 

175th bir th anniversar y.  I t  has 

so far  at trac ted 21,000 v isi tors , 

ZSOK said .


